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Abstract – Experts theorized that a Brushless Multiphase WoundRotor [Synchronous] Doubly-fed Electric Machine System
(BWRSDF), which can symmetrically motor or generate with
variable speed, provides higher efficiency, higher power density,
higher torque density, and lower cost than any other electric
machine system, including the permanent magnet electric
machine system, but only with the discovery of a practical
brushless real time control solution for its known issues of
instability and the multiphase slip-ring assembly that continually
eludes state-of-art control methods, such as Field Oriented
Control (FOC). Comprising a dual-ported transformer circuit
topology with the attractive characteristics common to the
advanced induction electric machine system, such as versatility,
robustness, field weakening, practically unconstrained torque
and power rating, simplicity, and low cost, etc., but with higher
efficiency and torque than the permanent magnet electric
machine system, the fully electromagnetic core of the BWRSDF
uses readily available technology and materials without the
market volatility, safety and reliability issues of rare-earth
permanent magnets.
Index Terms—brushless, real-time, sensorless, synchronous,
wound-rotor, doubly-fed, electronic power transformer, PET

I. INTRODUCTION
0B

The well-known Multiphase Wound-Rotor [Asynchronous or
Induction] Doubly-Fed Electric Machine (WRIDF) is the only
electric machine system that separately stations multiphase
winding sets on the rotor and stator assemblies, respectively.
Due to today’s control limitations at some speeds, the
traditional WRIDF relies on current induction onto the rotor
multiphase winding set by speed-based asynchronous slip
between the rotor and stator (i.e., speed-based induction),
which imposes issues of: 1) discontinuity about synchronous
speed, where slip-induction ceases to exist, 2) an
electromechanical multiphase slip-ring-brush assembly
connection to the rotating winding set for balancing the
transfer of power across the rotating-stationary boundary. And
3) positive feedback to shaft perturbations. Only by an
Notice: Adaptations of this document have been presented or
accepted for presentation at the following IEEE Symposiums, SLED
2012, ESTS 2013, IEMDC 2013, IETC 2013, etc. For IEEE
Symposium documents, please contact IEEE at www.IEEE.org.
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independent means of exciting the rotor multiphase winding
set (i.e., active winding set or armature) without relying on
speed-based induction (i.e., synchronous doubly-fed), both
rotor and stator multiphase winding sets “actively participate”
in the energy conversion process without discontinuity (even
about synchronous speed).
Without an independent port for electrical power excitation of
the multiphase winding set, the rotor assembly “passively
participates” in the energy conversion process, such as the
rotor assembly of a permanent magnet (PM) electric machine,
or instead, the “active” stator winding set must simultaneously
support the power of itself plus the power induced onto the
wound rotor assembly (i.e., slip-induction), which negates any
advantage of an inductively active rotor assembly by
potentially doubling the electrical loss, cost, and size of the
stator assembly with the power component of the rotor.
Considering the WRIDF becomes the classic study for all
other electric machines by de-optimizing the symmetrical
operational relationships of its classic dual-ported transformer
circuit topology with asymmetry, the operational attributes of
the WRIDF are well known. Inspired by the unique advantage
that only the rotor power needs control, which is half (or less)
of the total power of the WRIDF, ongoing academic and
industrial research pioneered by Drs. Albertson, Long,
Novotny, and Schmitz of the University of Wisconsin in the
early 1960s have theorized the WRIDF circuit topology has
the highest efficiency, the highest power density [1],[3],[4],
the highest torque density [5], and the lowest cost [3],[6],[7] of
any electric machine system without reliance on slipinduction. However experts continually surmise the WRIDF is
only practical with the invention of a brushless real-time
control method for stable synchronous operation at any speed
[1],[2],[8] because torque is an unstable feedback of shaft
perturbation and rotor induction is discontinuous about
synchronous speed, both of which need instantaneous and
continuous adjustment. [2],[5],[7],[8] Recent research efforts,
including efforts by the US Department of Energy, are using
circular rotating transformers to at least replace the multiphase
slip-ring assembly [9] for brushless operation of the WRIDF.
Other WRIDF research efforts are continually trying to
eliminate the known issue of instability.

The WRIDF should not be confused with the so-called
Brushless Doubly-fed Electric Machine (BDFM) that has two
adjacent stator winding sets of unlike pole-pairs partially
decoupled by a special flux focusing rotor assembly or with
the slip-energy recovery multiphase wound-rotor electric
machine that is actually a singly-fed induction electric
machine operating in the sub-synchronous speed range. [12]
II. WRIDF CONTROL
1BC

Any derivative of Field Oriented Control (FOC), which is
today’s state-of-art control method of electric motor or
generator (i.e., electric machine) systems, comprises five basic
control steps for directly driving the terminals of the
multiphase winding set with speed-synchronized multiphase
excitation for active participation in the energy conversion
process (i.e., active winding set):

Fig. 1 - BWRSDF

1. Directly (i.e., speed/position sensor) or indirectly (i.e.,
sensor-less) measure the rotor speed and position;
2. Transform rotating coordinates into d-q components;
3. Simulate the electromagnetic process with inexact off-line
electronic processing of algorithms to determine the air-gap
flux position (and with induction machines also estimating the
temperature varying rotor time constant);
4. Calculate and adjust the torque current to stabilize load;
5. Synthesize the speed-synchronized multiphase excitation
by electronic modulation in accordance with results from the
previous steps.

conventional FOC control, including the elimination of an
extraneous resolver for specifically measuring speed and
position (i.e., BRTEC is sensor-less). Free from measuring and
synthesizing signals at varying speed-based frequencies and
electronic simulation, BRTEC is the ideal control method that
conveniently uses offline electronic processing for simple
calculation and adjustment of only torque current, which is
akin to controlling the electromechanically commutated
universal (so-called DC) electric machine but without
electromechanical contacts and with significantly higher
resolution of control [2].

The five basic control steps accumulate error to likely
instability as a result of uncertainties imposed by estimation or
inaccuracies and time delays of measuring or synthesizing
shallow slope signals of slow speeds or frequencies, all of
which are further complicated by temperature variation [1] or
by imitating the complex electromagnetic process of the
WRIDF with inexact software simulation algorithms running
on electronic processors. Considered to be an improvement,
sensor-less control only simplifies step one of the five steps by
replacing the extraneous speed-position resolver with an
indirect means of measuring speed-position by additional
sensing means and electronic processing.

BRUSHLESS
MULTIPHASE
WOUND-ROTOR
III. THE
[SYNCHRONOUS] DOUBLY-FED ELECTRIC MACHINE

In contrast, a patented Brushless and Sensorless Real Time
Emulation Control method (BRTEC) uses a shaft connected
compact electromagnetic processor (e.g., analog or selsyn like
processor) that precisely mirrors the electromagnetic process
of the WRIDF to sensorlessly and automatically provide
speed-synchronized, balanced multiphase, bi-directional
excitation power to the rotor multiphase winding set of an
electric machine with a direct AC-to-AC power conversion
method (i.e., no DC Link Stage) that is without control delays
(i.e., real-time), without electromechanical contacts (i.e.,
brushless), and nearly free of harmonic content (pure
sinusoidal) while also providing selectable leading, lagging, or
unity Power Factor (PF) adjustment and field weakening at
any speed. BRTEC eliminates all five uncertain steps of

The BWRSDF comprises two integral entities, the Power
Generator Motor (PGM) and the integrated Rotor Excitation
Generator (REG). The PGM is the actual electromechanical
conversion entity or the mechanical torque and power
production entity with the same symmetrical dual-ported
transformer circuit topology as a WRIDF core but without the
slip-ring assembly. Less the control abstraction, the REG is
the brushless and sensorless real time emulation electronic
controller (BRTEC) that eliminates reliance on speed-based
induction while replacing both the extraneous multiphase slipring assembly, the speed-position resolver, and the FOC
electronic controller of the traditional WRIDF system within a
smaller physical footprint. Only with BRTEC does the PGM
become a BWRSDF and as a result, BRTEC and REG are
used interchangeable throughout this document.
A rudimentary schematic of the three-phase BWRSDF is
shown in Fig. 1, which highlights the circuit topology of the
PGM and the integrated REG by the intersection of four
overlays 1, 2, 3, & 4. The schematic has abstract correlation
to the appearance, relative size, or circuit completeness of an
actual BWRSDF. The PGM 1 is shown in the top overlay,
which comprises a portion of the Rotor Assembly 3 and the
Stator Assembly 4. The REG 2 is shown in the bottom

PHASE _ AS = ASCOS (WST + 0 deg),
PHASE _ BS = BSCOS (WST + 120 deg),
PHASE _ CS = CSCOS (WST + 240 deg).

(1)

The Stator Phase Signals 1 are induced onto the rotor phase
windings 4 in accordance with the mutual magnetic coupling
between the stator and moving rotor winding sets that depends
on their mutual inductance as a function of their relative
position. Studying only one rotor phase winding, which
represents all phase windings with the appropriate phase shift,
the induced signal on an open rotor phase winding is:

Fig. 2 – PGM Signal Flow
overlay of Fig. 1, which comprises a portion of the Rotor
Assembly 3 and the Stator Assembly 4. The Rotor Assembly
3 in the left overlay of Fig. 1 includes the REG 2 and PGM 1
rotor components that move together. The Stator Assembly 4
in the right overlay includes the REG 2 and PGM 1 stator
components. The Rotor-Stator Air-gap 17 allows relative
movement between the Rotor Assembly 3 and Stator
Assembly 4. The intersections of overlays divide the
BWRSDF into four quadrants (clockwise from top left): 1) the
rotor multiphase active winding assembly of the PGM 10; 2)
the stator multiphase active winding assembly of the PGM 11;
3) the stator assembly of the REG, which comprises at least
the control processor 6, the stator synchronous modulatordemodulator (i.e. MODEM) 9, and the stator multiphase
winding set 12 of the High Frequency Rotating Transformer
(HFRT) 14; and 4) the rotor assembly of the REG, which
comprises at least the rotor synchronous MODEM 8 and the
rotor multiphase winding set 13 of the HFRT 14. The HFRT
has a similar form-factor of windings as the PGM but operates
at a much higher frequency.
NOTE: The signal flow through the BWRSDF with its
electrical relationships can be followed by cross-referencing
the small-circled numbers 5, 15, 16 in Fig. 1 with the same
circled numbers in Fig. 2 for the PGM and in Fig. 3 for the
REG.
IV. OPERATING CONCEPT OF THE PGM
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Like the WRIDF, the excitation signal flow through a three
phase PGM is shown in Fig. 2. The rotor and stator assemblies
are separated by an air-gap 2 to allow relative movement about
the common axis (e.g., axle) 6 at (WMT + α), where WM is the
relative angular speed between the rotor and stator assemblies,
T is the instantaneous time, and α is the baseline angular offset
between the rotor and stator assemblies.
The stator winding set 3 of Fig. 2 is excited with the AC Stator
Phase Signals 1 with excitation frequency of WS and
amplitudes of AS, BS, and CS:


 ASCOS (WST + 0 deg) ∗ COS (α )
(2)
3
PHASE _ AR = K ∗ ∗ + BSCOS (WST + 120 deg) ∗ COS (120 deg − α ) 
2
+ CSCOS (WST + 240 deg) ∗ COS (240 deg − α )

The factor K comprises at least the winding turns-ratio
between the rotor and stator windings. For convenience of
study, K=1 is used throughout this document. The following
Rotor Phase Signals 4 are the result of expanding EQ. 2:
3
ASWRCOS (WRT + α + 0 deg),
2
3
PHASE _ BR = BSWRCOS (WRT + α + 120 deg),
2
3
PHASE _ CR = CSWRCOS (WRT + α + 240 deg).
2
PHASE _ AR =

Where: ± WS ± WR ± WM = 0

(3)

(4)

The Synchronous Speed Relation (EQ. 4) must always be
satisfied for average torque production (e.g., useful nonpulsating torque). When the rotor and stator winding sets are
equally excited with a given angular frequency WS of
excitation, EQ. 4 becomes WM = 2 × WS , which clearly shows
the WRIDF under synchronous control (i.e., BWRSDF) has
twice the constant-torque speed range (and power density) as
other electric machine types for a given frequency (and
voltage) of excitation, which is a clear metric for core power
density (e.g., 7200 RPM with 2 poles @ 60Hz excitation
versus at most 3600 RPM for all other electric machines).
Note: Since the mutual flux coupling between windings varies
with position (WMT + α), the WRIDF is referred to as a
Position Dependent Flux Low Frequency Rotating
Transformer (PDF-LFRT). In contrast, the flux coupling of
Position Independent Flux Transformers or Circular Rotating
Transformer is constant with position.
The induced frequency, WR, and amplitude of the Rotor Phase
Signals (EQ. 3) are a function of the phase angle, α, and the
asynchronous slip in rotation (i.e., speed-based induction),
WM, between the rotor and stator “winding set” assemblies and
the excitation frequency, WS, of the Stator Phase Signals. As
the speed approaches synchronous speed (i.e., WM ≈ WS) from
zero speed (i.e., the sub-synchronous speed range), the rotor
winding set is approaching the speed of the air-gap rotating

magnetic field and as a result, induction diminishes to zero
with a similar reduction in the frequency of excitation and the
slope and magnitude of its amplitude. In the sub-synchronous
speed range, any induced power, which is a function of speed,
is independently removed through a multiphase slip-ring
assembly to balance excess rotor power. No mutual induction
occurs at synchronous speed (i.e., WM = WS) or when the rotor
winding set is moving at the same speed as the air-gap rotating
magnetic field. Direct Current (DC) must be strategically
supplied to each phase of the active winding set with different
magnitudes to hold the flux orientation at a selectable angle α.
As the speed advances beyond synchronous speed (i.e., the
super-synchronous speed range), the frequency and amplitude
of the rotor excitation mirror the sub-synchronous speed range
but electrical power must be independently supplied to the
rotor multiphase winding set in accordance with EQ. 3.
Electronic control is the practical means for maintaining the
frequency of excitation in accordance with EQ. 4 while also
controlling the amplitude of rotor signals in accordance with
frequency, WR, and phase angle, α. But as experts theorized
only WRIDF control must be without delay (i.e., real-time)
and without relying on speed-based induction for practical and
stable operation; particularly, at or about synchronous speed
where the measurement or excitation synthesis of shallow
slope, low frequency signals become timely, increasingly
difficult and inaccurate for useful FOC [1],[2],[8]. Only with
real-time control does the PGM become a truly dual-ported
(i.e., symmetrical) transformer circuit topology and in
accordance with classic dual-ported transformer operation, the
flux produced by the PGM rotor and stator magnetomotive
forces (MMF) beyond the port voltages mutually neutralize
across the air-gap, which leaves the small air-gap leakage
reactance as the only producer of additional air-gap flux
density to potential core saturation. In other electric machines,
the air-gap flux density to early core saturation is determined
by the vectoral sum of all flux producers, such as magnetizing
MMF, torque MMF, and permanent magnets. Compensating
for heat dissipation, torque current (and torque) of the
BWRSDF can reach orders of magnitude beyond all other
electric machine types without vectorially affecting port
voltages, misaligning fields due to rotor time constant, or

increasing air-gap flux beyond core saturation [5]. Unlike
other electric machines, operating the BWRSDF close to core
saturation flux density becomes a design goal and not a design
tolerance concern.
V. OPERATING CONCEPT OF BRTEC
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The brushless flow of signals and power through the Rotor
Excitation Generator (REG) is shown in Fig. 3. The REG
comprises a HFRT, which is a Position Dependent Flux High
Frequency Rotating Transformer (PDF-HFRT) with a similar
phase arrangement of Stator Phase Windings 3 and Rotor
Phase Windings 4 between the air-gap 2 as has the PGM but
with a circuit topology for electronic power conditioning, such
as full bridge, push-pull, voltage leveling/layering, etc. With
the PGM and PDF-HFRT shafts connected, both experience
similar change in mutual coupling between phase windings by
at least the speed and position movement of their shafts (WMT
+ α) 6. As dictated by physics, the PDF-HFRT, which is
designed for a much higher frequency of operation than the
PGM, has smaller size and weight with fewer winding turns,
proportionally lower mutual inductance, torque production,
and winding resistance (and electrical loss) as has the PGM.
For instance, with similar current flow, the torque of the PDFHFRT would be 1/400 or an insignificant 0.025% of the
torque of the PGM with 60 Hz as the operating frequency of
the PGM and 24 kHz as the operating frequency of the PDFHFRT. Similar comparison analysis can be used for mutual
inductance, size, loss, etc. of the PDF-HFRT versus the PGM.
For BRTEC, the PDF-HFRT air-gap provides at least: 1)
lower and evenly distributed flux density throughout the HF
core; 2) edge smoothing leakage inductance for lower
harmonic content and resonant (i.e., soft) switching; and 3)
inherent active filtering means to evenly extract the full power
from the sinusoidal envelope.
The same Stator Phase Signals 1 (EQ. 1) applied to the stator
winding set of the PGM as shown in Fig. 2 are similarly
applied to the stator side of the REG. Each stator phase signal
passes through a simple Synchronous Modulator-Demodulator
(i.e., MODEM) 7 that supports bi-directional power flow, such
as back-to-back insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT)
commonly found in today’s Matrix converters. Since the
Synchronous MODEMs are operating at the design frequency
of the PDF-HFRT, WC >> WS, the waveform for each of the
Stator Phase Signals 8 is the high frequency carrier waveform,
WC, with the envelope of the respective Stator Phase Signal 1
as depicted by 8 & 9 in Fig. 3. The zero-crossing carrier, WC,
provides inherent soft-switching at the zero crossing for
reduced switching losses and stress and for higher frequency
operation. To simplify analysis without expanding the entire
Fourier Series for switched periodic signals, one phase of the
Stator Phase Signals 8 after the Synchronous MODEM 7 is:
PHASE _ ASC = ASCCOS (WCT )COS (WST + 0 deg) .

Fig. 3 – REG Signal Flow

(5)

The magnitude, ASC, includes at least a Synchronous MODEM
conditioned amplification factor and the transformer winding-

turns ratio factor of the PDF-HFRT. Since the stator windings
3 and rotor windings 4 are magnetically coupled, Rotor Phase
Signals 9 are induced onto the rotor winding set of the PDFHFRT with a mechanical frequency modulation component
(WMT + α) as occurs for the PGM in Fig. 2. One phase of the
Rotor Phase Signals 9 before the Synchronous MODEM 10 is:
PHASE _ ARC =

3
ASCWCSIN (WCT )COS (±WST ± WMT + α ) .
2

(6)

The Rotor Phase Signals 9 pass through a similar set of
MODEMs 10 on the rotor side of the REG, which are
synchronized to the stator MODEMs 7 (hence, Synchronous
MODEMs) on the stator side by wireless, phase lock loop, or
other means.
The rotor Synchronous MODEMs 10
demodulate the carrier frequency from the Rotor Phase Signals
9, which result in the Rotor Phase Signals 5.
By
synchronously gating minute energy packets between the rotor
and stator MODEMs at high frequency, filtering of HF
components is inherently provided or simplified if additional
filtering is needed. With the MODEM amplification factor and
winding-turns ratio factor equal to 1 for convenience of study,
the Rotor Phase Signals 5 are:
3
ASWCCOS (±WRT + α ),
2
3
PHASE _ BR = BSWCCOS (±WRT + α + 120 deg),
2
3
PHASE _ CR = CSWCCOS (±WRT + α + 240 deg).
2
PHASE _ AR =

(7)

With the rotating and stationary frequency domains
automatically and instantaneously translated by the inherent
electromagnetic processing of the PDF-HFRT with proprietary
synchronous MODEM power conditioning, the Rotor Phase
Signals 5 of the REG as shown in Fig. 3 (EQ. 7) are exactly of
the same frequency, WR, and phase, α, form as the Rotor Phase
Signals 5 of the PGM for synchronous operation regardless of
speed (i.e., ±WR ±WS ±WM = 0) as shown in Fig. 2 (EQ. 3).
NOTE: The phase angle between the rotor and stator
synchronized rotating magnetic fields (to satisfy the
synchronous speed relation) is fixed as selected, which is the
attribute of a synchronous electric machine (regardless of
speed or position of shaft). But unlike the Rotor Phase Signals
5 of the PGM in Fig. 2, the amplitude of the Rotor Phase
Signals 5 of the REG in Fig. 3 is independent of rotor speed,
WR, which clearly eliminates any dependency on speed-based
induction while giving a brushless and direct view of the rotor
signals without extrapolation or estimation. With proprietary
exceptions of BRTEC, the high frequency operation of the
REG with improvements in cost, size, weight, and efficiencies
have been demonstrated with the rather recent introduction of
power electronic transformers (PET) [10].
VI. THE REG-PGM COMBINATION
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or phase with inherently automatic phase lock loop (PLL)
synchronization, the REG brushlessly and instantaneously
propagates the precise bi-directional excitation power to the
rotor of a WRIDF electric machine core (i.e., PGM) at any
speed or mode of operation (i.e., motoring or generating)
without relying on the inherent speed-based induction of the
PGM (i.e., synchronous operation). Even at synchronous
speed (WR = 0) where other control means become
discontinuous when speed-based induction ceases to exist, the
REG can brushlessly propagate DC power with a selectable
phase-oriented flux component for complete torque angle
control, since EQ. 7 is independent of WR. By electrically
connecting the appropriate rotor port phases of the REG to the
respective rotor phase of the PGM windings, the REG is an
electromagnetic processor that inherently emulates the same
electromagnetic process as the PGM to automatically and
instantaneously provide the precise multiphase excitation
without simulation or excitation synthesis by electronically
processed software algorithms and without discontinuity at
synchronous speed, all of which is very different from FOC.
Once the phase orientation between the PGM stator and the
REG stator, α, is selected mechanically or electronically, only
the PGM and REG external port current vectors, which are
directly measurable, establish the position of the flux by the
electromagnetic mirroring of the REG, regardless of the
temperature dependent rotor time constant. Control becomes a
simple function of voltage or current amplitude and phase
adjustment by electronically controlling the Synchronous
MODEMs. Furthermore, the direct AC-to-AC conversion
through a PDF-HFRT eliminates the intermediate DC Link
Stage of the conventional inverter, which always consists of
large reactive components that consume the majority of cost,
loss, and size of conventional FOC. Keeping with doubly-fed
operating principles, the total power rating of the BWRSDF is
the sum of the power rating of the PGM Stator and Rotor
Active Winding Sets and if similarly rated, the BWRSDF has
twice the constant-torque speed range, including controllable
torque at zero speed and synchronous speed, and effectively
twice the power in the same physical package as a singly-fed
electric machine [1],[3],[4]. Compared to a similarly rated
FOC electric machine system while neglecting the additional
impact of its DC Link stage, each of the two electronic stages
and each of the PDF-HFRT winding sets of the REG, which is
without a DC Link Stage, supports at most one-half of the total
power flow (i.e., rotor power) with a similar reduction in
dissipation, cost, weight, and size of each of the two electronic
stages and supporting circuitry of the FOC. By driving the
PGM terminals 15 with a Modified REG supporting the other
half of the power of the electric machine, another
configuration of Fig. 1 allows universal multiphase woundrotor [synchronous] doubly-fed operation with any power
source, such as direct current (DC) from a battery of an
electric vehicle.
VII. COMPARATIVE STUDY
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Always synchronized to the utility grid frequency (i.e.,
variable speed constant frequency) or any selectable frequency

One system comparison between the BWRSDF and the
conventional WRIDF system under FOC is shown in Fig. 4.

MMF of the BWRSDF can be shared between the rotor and
stator active winding sets to significantly reduce the impact on
size and loss contributed by magnetizing winding MMF.
Since PM electric machines consume significant amounts of
rare-earth PM materials, the BWRSDF substitute would leave
substantial amounts of rare-earth PM materials for other
critical technologies.
VIII. ELECTRIC MACHINE DESIGN RESTRAINTS
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•

Fig. 4 – System Block Diagram
Inherently provided by the compact REG, the BWRSDF is
void of the cost, loss, and real-estate of the position/speed
transducer (i.e., BWRSDF is sensor-less), line matching
transformer, DC Link Stage, multiphase slip-ring assembly, or
Power Factor correction circuitry. Most importantly, Brushless
Real Time Control (BRTEC) eliminates instability and
induction discontinuity for symmetrically stable operation
(i.e., motoring and generating) that has never been adequately
satisfied with FOC.
By placing the second active winding set and half of the REG
control electronics on the Rotor, the BWRSDF is better served
by an axial flux (i.e., pancake) form-factor that equally
exposes the active and dissipative Rotor and Stator surfaces to
the same passive or active cooling medium while providing at
least firm air-gap depth and rotor winding structural support
against rotational forces. With a fraction of the full power
dissipation and real-estate of the FOC controller (e.g., no DC
Link Stage), half of the REG electronics and PDF-HFRT
conveniently integrates into the empty annulus real-estate
expected of the axial flux core to further conserve real-estate.
For another level of modularity, reduced inventory, and
scalability, only the rotor and stator assemblies of the
BWRSDF are virtually the same assemblies attached to a
common bearing assembly.
In contrast, the fully electromagnetic circuit topology of the
BWRSDF is conceptually equivalent to entirely removing the
extraneous and passive permanent magnets from the rotor
assembly of the PM electric machine while physically splitting
its active wound stator core evenly between the rotor and
stator assemblies but with the split wound stator assembly
becoming half as small and with the rotor assembly becoming
a second actively contributing member in the energy
conversion process. In addition, the FOC controller of the PM
electric machine is replaced with a half power rated REG with
inherent brushless operation and without the bulky and lossy
DC Link Stage. Theoretically, the resulting BWRSDF, which
uses off-the-shelf materials and technology with equivalent
power rating to the PM electric machine system, shows half
the size, half the cost, half the electrical loss, factors higher
peak torque potential, and field weakening capability. Unlike
all other electric machines, the field weakening magnetizing

•

•

•

Permanent magnet (PM) core assemblies and winding
core assemblies show similar structural constraints. Both
winding core assemblies and PM core assemblies need
slots to separate the magnetic poles and to hold the PMs
or windings. The slot teeth should be structurally robust
with high permeable material to show low reluctance to
magnetic flux.
Without considering superconductor electric machines
with tens of times more magnetizing MMF potential than
what is possible with copper windings, a coreless or
yokeless electric machine (as provided by extremely
expensive and global supply limited rare earth permanent
magnets or RE PM) is a misnomer because a yokeless or
coreless electric machine passes magnetic flux through
highly permeable soft magnetic material (SMC) that
surrounds the active winding set with virtually the same
density and weight as electrical steel (e.g., the
performance of SMC is dependent on approaching the
density of electrical steel). Furthermore, all conventional
electric machines comprise back iron (e.g., electrical
steel) of high permeable material to close the magnetic
path (and to reduce the amount of winding magnetizing
MMF or PM coercivity).
High energy product RE PMs produce an air-gap flux
density within a smaller volume of permanent magnetic
material (base on permanent magnet coercivity) than an
electromagnet or winding (based on winding magnetizing
MMF) but winding magnetizing MMF can produce a
higher air gap flux density (disregarding winding size and
dissipation), which shows higher peak torque potential.
The core flux density of any conventional electric
machine (i.e., without superconductor windings) is limited
by the same saturation and permeability properties of the
core material, which is available to all, and not by the flux
density limit of the permanent magnet with high energy
product limits or the even the higher flux density potential
of the winding magnetizing MMF with dissipation limits.
Because all electric machines (non-superconductor)
predominantly depend on similar saturation limits of the
core and air-gap length, regardless of the energy product
of the Rare Earth Permanent Magnet or the even higher
energy product of winding magneto motive force (MMF),
all optimally designed electric machines with the highest
performance core materials and forms, will show virtually
the same torque, size/weight, and power (as demonstrated
by today’s “optimally” designed induction electric
machines achieving similar performance as optimally
designed RE-PM electric machines). Note: By not

•

•

•

•

actively contributing (or adding) to electromechanical
conversion power, core and permanent magnet materials
are “passive” materials, regardless of any performance
improving qualities, such as high permeability to direct
the magnetic path through the airgap.
Because of the high expense and rarity of RE PMs (e.g.,
dysprosium, neodymium, samarium cobalt, etc.), PM
motor manufacturers are turning to low energy product
ferrite PM materials (with a third of the energy product).
Although the electric machine size is significantly
increased, PMs provide a brushless airgap flux density
with no electrical impedance. Instead, brushless real time
emulation control (BRTEC) eliminates PM altogether and
actively allows the high airgap flux density potential of
winding magnetizing MMF.
Although the high coercivity of RE PMs allow for deeper
air gap depth (by up to a twice, such as 2mm instead of
1mm), reducing air-gap depth is always an important
goal, because it reduces the amount of expensive RE PM
material or winding magnetizing MMF while improving
efficiency. However, a shallower air gap requires a more
robust mechanical assembly, such as structure and bearing
assembly, particularly in a radial flux electric machine
(unlike axial flux form) with dynamic contention potential
between the rotor and stator cylinder cores.
Packaging, winding packing, thermo management
techniques and electronic control compound (up to half)
the size, cost and loss of any electric machine because of
the large dynamic and magnetic forces, thermo dissipation
of the active winding set(s), or the need for application
load balancing with speed and torque control.
Induction or “asynchronous” electric machines always
rely on slip-induction (e.g., speed-based induction) for
rotor excitation and operation, which ceases to exist
closely about the sub-synchronous or super-synchronous
side of synchronous speed. Since the position of the rotor
rotating magnetic flux (or current) can change
dramatically with the rotor time constant, which varies
with temperature, a control trait for the squirrel cage
induction electric machine without a direct measurement
means of the rotor current is to estimate the position of the
rotor magnetic flux. In contrast, a traditionally defined
“synchronous” electric machine does not operate on slipinduction and as a result, can only operate at synchronous
speed (without considering the extraordinary means to
reach synchronous speed).
A control trait of
“synchronous” electric machines is rotor magnetic flux
position is precisely known, since permanent magnets or
DC field windings are fixed to the rotor speed and
position. To satisfy contiguous operation from subsynchronous to super-synchronous speed, including about
synchronous speed, “synchronous doubly fed” electric
machines cannot rely on slip induction for operation but
may experience slip-induction. Therefore, a control trait
of the “synchronous doubly fed” electric machines
requires BRTEC, which fixes the rotor magnetic flux to a
known position, regardless of the speed and position of
the rotor.

For control, sensing the time between zero crossings is an
effective measure of the frequency or speed (or phase or
angle) of a signal. As signals become slower, the time to
measure (between zero crossings) becomes longer and
furthermore, the signal slope becomes shallower, which is
also difficult to measure. Both cases significantly decrease
the control feedback accuracy or increase the control
feedback response time. The same reasoning applies to
synthesizing a low frequency response. Rotor shaft
perturbation is an obvious abstraction of low frequency
measurement or response synthesis. Another level of
control aggravation is the estimation of the rotor time
constant of an induction electric machine.
Improving cost-performance by integrating the electronic
controller into the electric machine fame is becoming
common practice. This has precipitated the development
of high temperature wide bandgap power electronics, such
as Silicon Carbide substrate electronics (SiC). As the best
cost performance example of integration, BWRSDF
would gain the most benefit of newest technologies.

•

•

Disregarding superconductor electric machines, the electric
machine design constraints universally show that any similarly
optimized electric machine, such as rare earth permanent
magnet, induction, reluctance, etc., have similar effective air
gap area, size/volume, and efficiency for a rated torque. Note:
SYNCHRO-SYM will bring superconductor machines closer
to reality and SYNCHRO-SYM shows the highest peak torque
potential because of the symmetrical (i.e., dual ported)
transformer circuit topology. Disregarding the proprietary
SYNCHRO-SYM’s circuit and control technology, the only
alternative for improving performance of electric machines is
better structural and magnetic core materials, such as electrical
steels, which would be available to all, to at least enable any
improvement in lower cost, higher energy product PM
materials or windings with higher MMF potential.
IX. TRANSFORMATIONAL LEAP IN COST PERFORMANCE
8B

By directly, sensorlessly, and automatically providing
controlled, speed-synchronized currents at the terminals of the
rotor active winding set at any speed, including at synchronous
speed, without relying on speed-based induction (i.e.,
synchronous operation) or a multiphase slip-ring assembly,
BRTEC realizes the only true Brushless Multiphase WoundRotor [Synchronous] Doubly-Fed Variable Speed Electric
Machine system (BWRSDF) that symmetrically motors or
generates at any speed with servo like control as experts have
only theorized. [1],[8].
The patented BWRSDF, branded SYNCHRO-SYM for
synchronous operation, symmetrically stable during motoring
or generating, and symmetrical dual-ported transformer circuit
topology. [20] SYNCHRO-SYM is easily realized by simply
replacing the passive rotor components of a conventional
singly-fed electric machine system, such as the squirrel cage
windings (e.g., induction), saliencies (e.g., reluctance), or
permanent magnets (e.g., synchronous), field wound (e.g., DC

electromagnet synchronous) and electronic controller, such as
any derivative of field oriented control, with an independently
excited multiphase AC winding set (smooth air-gap rotor
armature) that is similar to the stator independently excited
multiphase AC winding set (or armature) while at least
brushlessly exciting the rotor armature with the invention of
bidirectional sensorless and automatic control means (called
brushless real time emulation control (BRTEC)), which
eliminates processing delays and estimation characteristics of
state-of-art controllers, such as frequency measurement and
synthesis, to avoid discontinuities and instabilities associated
with any reliance on slip-induction, particularly about
synchronous speed. As a result, SYNCHRO-SYM achieves
the following transformational leaps in electric machine
technology and cost-performance:

magnets or the even the higher peak flux density potential of
the winding MMF are less relevant for determining electric
machine size, if optimally designed (although the assembly of
PMs may consume less real estate than a winding with
comparable MMF). Supporting evidence shows optimally
designed induction electric machines with copper rotor and
field weakening are similar to the size (and efficiency) of rare
earth permanent magnet electric machine without considering
the adverse impact of introducing of field weakening.

First Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM is a
practical, brushless, multiphase wound-rotor, doubly-fed,
“synchronous,” electric machine system that contiguously
provides symmetrically stable motoring (and generating) from
sub-synchronous to super-synchronous speeds, including
about synchronous speed and zero speed regions, and is
without a multiphase brush-slip-ring assembly.

Note: By reasonably assuming the active stator and active
rotor of SYNCHRO-SYM occupy the same volume of core
materials as the passive squirrel cage rotor and active stator of
an induction electric machine (as expected with the axial flux
formfactor).

Note: Only SYNCHRO-SYM is a Variable Speed, Constant
Frequency (VSCF)
electric
machine
because
of
electromagnetic symmetry between the rotor and stator and
absolute control without discontinuities at zero speed and
synchronous speed.
Second Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM
collectively shows the power of two active winding sets on the
rotor and stator, respectively, (or twice the rated power) in the
same package as the standard induction electric motor, but
also, with the same materials, the same volume of material, the
same cost of materials, the same electrical loss, the same core
loss, and the same thermal dissipation as the standard
induction electric motor (or system), which equates to half the
material, half the electrical loss, half the core loss, and half the
thermal dissipation per unit of power as the induction electric
machine.
Note: By reasonably assuming the airgap flux density and
effective air gap area of any conventional electric machine
(i.e., without superconductor windings) are design constrained
by the same flux saturation and permeability properties of the
magnetic core and core material available to all optimally
designed electric machines. It follows, the size of the stator,
which comprises the active multiphase winding set, of any
similarly torque rated electric machine is dependent on
effective air gap area and air gap flux density, which is similar
amongst optimally designed electric machines, and it follows
that the size of the rotor is determined by the size of the stator
(or the effective air gap area). Since the overall size of the
stator and rotor bodies with frames overwhelm the size of the
assembly of permanent magnets, saliencies, or windings, the
high energy product of the assembly of rare-earth permanent

Note: By reasonably assuming the active stator and active
rotor of SYNCHRO-SYM occupy the same volume as the
active stator and the passive rotor of an induction, reluctance,
or permanent magnet electric machine (as expected with the
axial flux formfactor).

Note: By reasonably assuming the active rotor (or stator)
winding set of SYNCHRO-SYM has the same loss as the rotor
squirrel cage winding set of an induction electric machine
appropriately designed with similar magnetizing magnetomotive-force (or M.M.F.).
Note: SYNCHRO-SYM conveniently eliminates the
additional extravagant cost and real estate associated with
cartel controlled rare earth permanent magnets, leaving only
relatively inexpensive copper and electrical steel as the
remaining materials to consider in the cost analysis.
Note: SYNCHRO-SYM conveniently eliminates extraneous
components or assemblies, such as permanent magnets, field
windings (field wound), squirrel cage windings (induction),
saliences (reluctance), that consume precious real-estate
without actively contributing to power production.
Note: SYNCHRO-SYM conveniently shows comparable
performance as a superconductor synchronous singly-fed
electric machine but without the logistical complexity of
cryogenics and doubling the air-gap flux density.
Third Transformational Leap: With contiguous and stable
control from sub-synchronous to super-synchronous speeds,
including about synchronous speeds, only SYNCHRO-SYM
legitimately shows twice the constant torque speed of any
other electric machine for a given pole-pair count, voltage, and
excitation frequency of the active winding set (i.e., 7200
R.P.M. with 60 hertz and one pole-pair, versus, 3600 R.P.M.
for the conventional electric machine system), which is a
recognized characteristic associated with half the cost, half the
electrical loss, twice the power density, and twice the specific
density.

Note: Also available with SYNCHRO-SYM, today’s method
of improving price-performance of conventional electric
machine systems is by increasing speed with electronic control
(to reduce size, weight, and amount of expensive rare earth
permanent magnet materials but the cost, size/weight and loss
of the necessary enabling transmission must be included,
which may nullify the intended reduction of electric machine
size, etc.
Fourth Transformational Leap: Since efficiency, electrical
loss, core loss, windage loss, cost, size/weight, and thermal
dissipation are always normalized to the power rating of any
electric motor, only SYNCHRO-SYM with the collective
power of two similarly rated active winding sets on the rotor
and stator, respectively, reasonably evaluates to half the
size/weight, half the electrical loss, half the core loss, half the
windage loss, half the cost, and half the thermal loss (per
power rating) as the original standard induction electric motor,
with the collective power of only one similarly rated active
winding set.
Fifth Transformational Leap: In accordance with the physics
of a truly dual ported transformer circuit topology as provided
by a fully electromagnetic electric machine system with the
convenience of a balanced multiphase copper multiphase
wound-rotor that is actively and stably enabled by brushless
real-time emulation control, including about zero speed and
synchronous speed, “Conservation of Energy” dictates that the
air gap flux density of only SYNCHRO-SYM remains
constant with increasing current (or torque) on each side of the
air gap beyond magnetizing M.M.F. in accordance with
Faraday’s Law. As a result (see Fig. 5), at least peak startup
torque can increase substantially above all other electric
machines without leading to higher air gap flux density and
magnetic core saturation (or higher port voltage), such as at
least four times the peak startup torque of a similarly rated
induction, reluctance, permanent magnet, or universal electric
machine system. [16]
Note: In addition to providing twice the steady state power
density as all other electric machines, SYNCHRO-SYM
significantly increases peak startup torque potential, which
conveniently alleviates the compounded cost, size/weight,
loss, maintainability, and complexity of the common
extraneous transmission for acceleration or deceleration in an
electric propulsion application, such as an electric vehicle.
Note: With the convenience of an inherent balanced
multiphase copper multiphase wound-rotor, only SYNCHROSYM provides higher efficiency, cooler running, and lower
ownership cost than even the copper rotor expectations of the
induction electric motor industry struggling for the copper
rotor introduction to at least meeting upcoming efficiency
standards.
Note: Unlike all other electric machines, the steady state core
flux density of only SYNCHRO-SYM can be designed closer
to the saturation limit of the core without adding compensation

Fig. 5- Current & Flux Vector Diagram
for reaching flux saturation with increasing torque MMF,
which adds another level of lower cost, higher power density,
and lower loss for only SYNCHRO-SYM.
Note: The importance of the high permeability core path is to
direct the magnetic flux across the air gap and to reduce
permanent magnet coercivity or winding MMF for improving
efficiency and reducing core size. Winding MMF introduces
inductive reactance and resistive loss but very high flux
density. High energy product rare earth permanent magnets
push flux across a deeper air gap (perhaps double expected
conventional air gap) but flux density is constant and limited.
With at least ten times the current carrying capacity as regular
copper conductors, superconductors (sometimes called super
magnets) can achieve very high flux density over a ultra-deep
air-gap but require the compounded complexity, size, cost, and
loss of formidable cryogenics.
Sixth Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM may
electronically control the power of just the rotor winding set,
or half the total rated power, for full power control of
SYNCHRO-SYM, which is a recognized characteristic
associated with additional levels of higher efficiency, lower
cost, higher power density, and better thermal rating over a
similarly power rated electric machine system with a passive
rotor that needs full electronic power control, such as the
permanent magnet electric machine system.

Seventh Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with
a fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and control
architecture) conveniently accommodates the legacy or future
investments in the plethora of electric machine design,
understanding, winding arrangements, such as concentrated or
distributed, packaging and manufacturing techniques, and their
applications, because SYNCHRO-SYM is independent of
costly and delicate exotic materials and methods, such as
superconductor DC field windings, cartel controlled rare-earth
permanent magnets, or unusual manufacturing and disposal
procedures for persistently magnetized permanent magnets.
Note: For the viewer’s information but without details,
SYNCHRO-SYM
technology
can
actually
bring
superconductor electric machines closer to reality.
Eighth Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with a
fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and control
architecture that mirrors power flow through the stator and
rotor active winding sets) mitigates any resulting harmonic
content introduced by the winding arrangement, slots, and
saliencies.
Ninth Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with a
fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and control
architecture) conveniently accommodates the axial-flux form
factor, which is proven to have higher torque and power
density, better heat removal, adjustable air gap depth, noncontention, and stackable SYNCHRO-SYMs for power
stacking lengthwise, for series stacking low voltage
SYNCHRO-SYMs to provide a higher port voltage with lower
port current SYNCHRO-SYM in a series circuit connection or
vice versa, for series stacking high voltage SYNCHRO-SYMs
in a parallel circuit connection.
Tenth Transformational Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with a
fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and control
architecture) reduces manufacturing variances and inventory
when constructed in an axial flux form-factor, because the
brushless real-time emulation control (or B.R.T.E.C.) can be
conveniently placed within the annulus of axial flux rotor or
stator electric machine core for exact duplicate assemblies (as
designed by Best Electric Machine Computer Aided Design
(BEM-CAD) tool).
Eleventh Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with
a fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and B.R.T.E.C.
architecture) provides nearly pure sinusoidal waveforms
(without harmonic content) to the windings and to the DC or
single or multiphase AC power supply.
Twelfth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with a
fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and B.R.T.E.C.
architecture) provides comprehensive leading, lagging, and
unity power factor, including variable air-gap field control (or
field weakening) at any speed, and direct measure/control of
rotor electromagnetic parameters without rotor time constant
estimation.

Note: Unlike the sensorless and automatic waveforms of real
time emulation control, regardless of speed or position, low
speeds or frequencies are difficult to sense (measure) and
synthesize (production) by simulation and estimation methods,
such as derivatives of Field Oriented Control (FOC).
Note: Without the capability of airgap flux density adjustment
(or field weakening) with winding magnetizing M.M.F.,
permanent magnet electric machines with a persistent
magnetic field must be speed limited or voltage crowbarred to
avoid over-voltage damage in overspeed conditions.
Ironically, some permanent magnet electric machines
incorporate extraneous methods to provide the benefits of field
weakening by introducing magnetizing M.M.F. with
associated size/weight, electrical loss, cost, and thermal
management that were the original motive for migrating DC
field or squirrel cage windings (for instance) to high cost rare
earth permanent magnets.
Thirteenth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM
(with a fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and
B.R.T.E.C. architecture) can share magnetizing M.M.F.
between the rotor and stator winding sets to provide a quarter
of the induction electric machine electrical loss due to
magnetizing current.
Note: Since the air-gap flux density is established by the
magnetizing M.M.F. vector (or the permanent magnet
persistent field vector), which is orthogonal to the torque
MMF vector, and by correctly using “vector” addition,
magnetizing M.M.F. only adds between 0.4% to 4.4% to the
total current magnitude in an induction electric motor with a
magnetizing MMF design criteria proportional to 10% to 30%
torque M.M.F. and between 1% to 9% to the total electrical
loss at full torque, if compared to an optimally designed rare
earth permanent magnet electric machine without field
weakening capability. However, optimizing magnetizing
current in accordance to speed and torque provides the coveted
field weakening for higher speed operation, higher peak
torque, and efficiency tuning. In contrast, a symmetrical
multiphase synchronous doubly fed electric machine that
evenly shares the magnetizing M.M.F. between the rotor and
stator active windings, as only provided by SYNCHRO-SYM,
magnetizing MMF adds between 0.2% to 2.2% to the total
current magnitude and between 0.5% to 4.5% to the total
electrical loss (while “doubling” the normalized power rating).
Fourteenth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM
(with a fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and
B.R.T.E.C. architecture) shows virtually no cogging at low
speeds, and full torque control, at zero speeds and
synchronous speeds.
Fifteenth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with
a fully symmetrical electromagnetic circuit and B.R.T.E.C.
architecture that shows constant air gap flux density and
resulting magnetic forces with increasing torque current)

requires a less robust structural support for accommodating the
coveted single air-gap axial flux form factor, which provides
another level of power density and specific power.
Sixteenth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM (with
the symmetrical transformer circuit topology that exhibits low
harmonic content and constant flux density regardless of
increasing torque current) can simply leverage legacy off the
shelf core and slot designs. In contrast, all other electric
machines exhibit high harmonic content and increasing flux
density with increasing torque current that nearly always
require intensive computer aided design, such as finite element
analysis, to at least optimize the slot design to reduce
harmonic content and concentrated flux density.
Note: Only SYNCHRO-SYM is the electric machine of choice
for wind turbines because of its high efficiency, low cost, high
power density, stabilized variable speed constant frequency
(VSCF), and brushless control. Because RE-PM free,
SYNCHRO-SYM components can be lifted to the nacelle in
small, lightweight components by an internal nacelle crane
and then assembled in the nacelle. RE-PM electric machines
must be assembled at the factory with specialized equipment
and lifted to the nacelle as a fully assembled electric machine.
SYNCHRO-SYM can retrofit present wind generator with the
attributes of BRTEC.
Note: SYNCHRO-SYM is the electric machine of choice for
robotics because of its high torque in a compact package and
its inherent absolute position resolver.
Seventeenth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM is
a copper rotor motor or generator by the nature of a balanced
multiphase AC magnet wire winding set, with higher
efficiency, cooler running, and lower ownership cost than even
the copper rotor expectations of industry striving for its
introduction.
Eighteenth Transformation Leap: Only SYNCHRO-SYM
incorporates a brushless, sensor-less and automatic frequency
and phase control method, called Brushless Real-Time
Emulation Control or B.R.T.E.C., which comprises a compact
position-dependent-flux high frequency transformer that acts
as a real-time analog computer to inherently provide an
absolute and precise speed-position resolver and a brushless
power propagator of multiphase power. BRTEC eliminates the
processing delays and inaccuracies of measuring or
synthesizing vague slow signals, particularly in speed regions
of instability, such as about synchronous speed (or zero
speed), eliminates the errors of estimation, eliminates the
untimely delays of sequential offline processing, and
eliminates the associated issues of a multiphase slip-ring-brush
assembly (or radial rotary transformer) of derivatives of all
other state of art control methods, such as flux oriented
control, which naturally instigate the undesirable reliance on
reluctance or slip-induction or miss the instantaneous
detection and compensation for shaft perturbations, which are
critically experienced with the traditional multiphase wound-

rotor induction doubly-fed electric machine. Other inherent
desirable features are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor-less and automatic frequency and phase
synchronization to the power grid;
Comprehensive leading to lagging power factor
adjustment at any speed, including zero speed;
Field weakening;
Inherent resonant switching;
Independent AC Phases provide fault tolerance (and
magnetic sharing);
Fully integrated electronics with an integral compact stepup or step-down high frequency power electronic
transformer;
An inherent absolute speed/position resolver (i.e., Sensorless).

Nineteenth Transformational Leap: Brushless Real-Time
Emulation Control (BRTEC) has no expensive, lossy, delicate,
bulky, and unreliable low frequency capacitors (or chokes) in
a DC Link stage circuit topology with additional but necessary
means to compensate for large startup currents or voltages:
Note: BRTEC “directly” provides bidirectional power flow
between single or multiphase AC or DC power to any other
single or multiphase AC or DC power conversion by sharing
magnetic power between phases of a compact and reliable
position-dependent-flux high frequency transformer (PDFHFT).
Twentieth Transformational Leap: Unlike all other state-of-art
controllers and derivatives, such as Flux Oriented Control,
BRTEC provides nearly pure sinusoidal waveforms (free of
harmonic content) to the grid or to SYNCHRO-SYM’s
windings with little filtering for exceptional winding
insulation reliability, less harmonic distortion, heating and
radiation.
Twenty-First Transformational Leap: By direct magnetic
sharing between phases of a position-dependent-flux high
frequency transformer (PDF-HFT) with no DC Link Stage and
with measurement and frequency synthesis are virtually
irrelevant with sensorless and automatic control, SYNCHROSYM is a pure gyrator or synchroconverter. [13][14][15]
Twenty-Second Transformational Leap: In island (or isolated)
electric environment, such as an electric vehicle (See Fig. 6),
only SYNCHRO-SYM (as only provided by BRTEC) with a
symmetrical architecture can be conveniently divided within a
high frequency multiphase micro-distribution bus (BEMHFMDB), which reduces overall number of electronic
inversion stages. Note: As shown in Fig. 6, each building
block has only one stage of electronic switches.
Twenty-Third Transformational Leap: SYNCHRO-SYM is
fully electromagnetic (without permanent magnets) and unlike
Permanent Magnet (PM) electric machines, SYNCHRO-SYM
is without potential to progressively and irreversibly degrade

Fig. 6- BM-HFMDB
due to temperature or operational stress over its operational
life, which will progressively lower torque rating and
efficiency over time. In contrast, PM electric machines
compensate for this potential with introducing more expensive
rare earth permanent magnet material into the design (for
instance). [17]
Twenty-Fourth Transformational Leap: As only provided by
BRTEC, SYNCHRO-SYM is immediately and smoothly
synchronized with the power grid frequency. All other
methods of synchronization control have issues because
excitation frequency and phase are closely tied to angular
speed and phase. [19]
Twenty-Fifth Transformational Leap: As only provided by
BRTEC, multistage voltage or current leveling can be
inherently laddered across isolated phase windings of a
compact high frequency transformer (i.e., the PDF-HFT).
Twenty-Sixth Transformational Leap: As only provided by
BRTEC, control electronics reside within the chassis, which
acts as a faraday shield for more resiliency to electrical
disturbances, cyber attacks, etc., in accordance to the critical
infrastructure protection act (CIPA) of 2016.

the BWRSDF concept prototype with the laboratory
dynamometer shown in the background and the REG bezel
removed to view the electronic placement. As shown, the 10
KW PGM of the concept prototype is a traditional 5 KW
radial-flux form-factor induction motor that was retrofitted
with a fabricated multiphase wound rotor but for convenience
of assembly, the REG (as shown) was designed to support 30
KW with discrete electronic components, which have become
obsolete but proven capable of supporting a 60 KW
BWRSDF. As a result, the concept prototype does not
demonstrate relative size, cost, efficiency, supportability, or
design ingenuity. Because of the numerous advantages of an
axial-flux form factor particularly for BWRSDF, proprietary
computer-aided design, called Best Electric Machine
Computer Aided Design (BEM-CAD), tool and lean flexible
axial-flux
additive
manufacturing
tooling,
called
MOTORPRINTER, have since been invented specifically for
BWRSDF. [20] BEM-CAD models and simulates an axial
flux BWRSDF design with the BRTEC placement inside the
otherwise wasted annulus real-estate of the axial flux core for
another level of power density. MOTORPRINTER 3D prints
BWRSDF cores with amorphous metal ribbon and integral
frame and bearing bezel with structural steel, aluminum, or
composite stock. As a result, a new axial-flux pre-production
prototype has been developed, which uses the latest highly
integrated off-the-shelf components for another level of
miniaturization, supportability, reliability, portability, market
demonstration, and realistic analysis.
XI. CONCLUSION
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The concept of operation, design and optimization of electric
machines is straight-forward. [18] Qualitative analysis has
shown the BRTEC eliminates instability, control discontinuity,
and the multiphase slip-ring assembly that experts have
theorize was essential for realizing a practical BWRSDF (i.e.,
SYNCHRO-SYM) with the best cost-performance of any
electric machine system before incorporating other traditional
cost-performance enhancing techniques available to all, such

X. PROTOTYPING, MODELING, AND SIMULATION HISTORY
8B

Early research and development comprised multiple
progressive stages of BWRSDF prototyping, which at least: 1)
demonstrated continuous synchronous BRTEC and BWRSDF
operation between sub-synchronous to super-synchronous
speeds but in particular, continuous operation at synchronous
speed where induction ceases to exist for conventional
WRIDF control; 2) invented the necessary circuit topologies,
such as the PDF-HFRT, modulation schema, operational
functions, and power (torque) control techniques for RealTime Emulation. Leveraging the intellectual knowledge from
the progressive stages of prototyping, which proved all
proprietary aspects of BRTEC and BWRSDF, Fig. 7 shows

Fig. 7- Test Bench Prototype

as winding packing, core materials, etc. By replacing the
traditional slip-ring assembly, the position-speed resolver, and
FOC with BRTEC, the venerable WRIDF system, which is
well understood and popularly applied in wind turbines,
including direct drive wind turbines [11], will exhibit
brushless, contiguously synchronous and stable variable speed
operation in a smaller more efficient package. Also, BRTEC
brings brushless singly-fed superconductor electric machines
closer to practical reality by conveniently relocating the
superconductor field-winding to the stationary side for greatly
simplified logistics and reduced harmonic heating. When AC
superconductors become available, the fully electromagnetic
BWRSDF will be the electric machine of choice. BWRSDF
technology provides a motor-generator system with the lowest
cost, highest efficiency, and smallest size but with factors
higher peak torque (and power) density potential than the
closest electric machine competitor for transmission-less
propulsion applications, such as electric vehicles. By simply
optimizing the asymmetrical circuit topology of the
conventional PM electric machine, which is perceived as
today’s most efficient electric machine system, with a BRTEC
replacement for FOC (and multiphase slipring assemblies) and
with an active electromagnetic rotor replacement for the
passive permanent magnet rotor assembly, the resulting
BWRSDF has higher efficiency, lower cost, and higher power
density without the known safety and reliability concerns of
persistent magnetic fields, without the serious environmental
impact and market volatility of rare-earth permanent magnet
materials, but instead rare-earth materials are preserved for
their use in other critical technologies. Only by BRTEC, a
symmetrically stable (i.e., motoring and generating)
BWRSDF, which is based on readily available materials and
proven technologies, provides significantly better costperformance over all other types of electric machine systems,
including high performance permanent magnetic and
superconducting field-wound electric machine systems, as
continually theorized by academic and industrial R&D but
without a conceptual shift in operating principles from the
simple, robust and most commonly applied induction electric
machine systems.
SYNCHRO-SYM comprises a novel (and patented) electric
machine circuit and control architecture that allows the
contactless replacement of the “passive” rotor components of
all other electric machines (such as ancillary rare earth
permanent magnets, saliencies, squirrel cage windings, or DC
field windings) with another stator “active” multiphase
winding set within the same package of valued performance
materials, packaging, and design techniques and as a result,
the otherwise “idle” real estate of the passive rotor of the
original electric machine becomes stably, contiguously, and
actively employed in the electromagnetic conversion process

to effectively double the performance (and power density) of
the original electric machine at half the cost.
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